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traits are controlled by multiple, diverse and interacting genetic elements, distributed across the whole 
genome. Following breakthroughs and dropping costs of high-throughput genomic technologies we can 
now predict complex phenotypes by Genomic Selection (GS) based on dense genotyping and 
simultaneous estimation of marker effects. Experimental studies in several Eucalyptus breeding 
populations head started GS in forest trees. GS accuracies matching or exceeding phenotypic BLUP 
methods were estimated for traits such as volume growth, wood specific gravity, lignin content and 
composition, pulp yield and fungal rust resistance, indicating potential gains of 50-200% in selection 
efficiency. This applied genomic technology is now being pioneered operationally in several industrial 
eucalypt breeding programs in Brazil. To this end we developed a fully public high density 60,000 SNP 
Illumina Infinium™ genotyping chip for Eucalyptus species (EucHIP60K.br), based on whole genome 
resequencing and SNP discovery in 240 unrelated trees of 12 eucalypts species. This chip, the most 
powerful genotyping tool for any forest tree to date, has now been successfully validated across all 
major species of the genus by genotyping over 18,000 samples of >20 Eucalyptus species, supplying a 
polymorphic inter-marker spacing of 15-30kbp. GS can increase the rates of genetic gain per unit time 
through increased accuracy of estimated breeding (for parent selection) or genotypic (clone selection) 
values, reduction of generation time and optimization of genome-directed mate allocation. Being it a 
publicly accessible genotyping tool the EucHIP60k.br will allow assembling and sharing increasingly 
larger datasets, opening unprecedented opportunities of large scale meta-analyses of genotypic and 
corresponding phenotypic data. Not only such “big data” resource will empower genomic selection, but 
should also enhance basic molecular genetics experiments directed at gene discovery and population 
genomics studies in species of Eucalyptus.  
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Adaptation of fruit trees to abiotic constraints is a new challenge for fruit production, in 

particular where water scarcity is likely to occur. In this context, we initiated a research program which 

aims at screening tree response to soil water restriction within large genetic populations. A bi-parental 

apple tree progeny was studied in field conditions under contrasted irrigation regimes in order to 

compare morphology and transpiration of different genotypes in soil water restriction vs well watered 

conditions. Morphological responses of tree growth were observed during the first two years of tree 

growth whereas remotely-sensed images were acquired by Ultra-Light Aircraft (ULA) and Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle (UAV) during four years. Ortho-images were simultaneously acquired in thermal infrared 

(TIR), near infrared (NIR) and visible (RGB) bands, in order to extract vegetation and water stress indices. 

Water deficit index (WDI) which reflects the ratio of actual to potential evapotranspiration was 

computed at repeated times during the summer season and compared to stem water potential. WDI 

and vegetation indices were used to classify individual genotype behaviors. Based on a genetic map 

already available, QTL were detected for morphological responses  at young tree stage and are under 

investigation for WDI and vegetation indices at adult stage. Potential applications for plant breeding and 

future development of screening in controlled conditions on a core collection of French varieties will be 

discussed. 
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